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Science studies and film studies have something in common: a growing interest in films made for sci-
entific research, training, or education. Problems of scientific representation have preoccupied histori-
ans and philosophers of science for some time, but lately some have been intrigued by the role of mov-
ing images in articulating these issues. Meanwhile, historians and theorists of film have recently rec-
ognized the importance of science for a complete understanding of cinema, from its scientific origins 
to the popularity of scientific images in art and education. Yet so far, work on “science and film” has 
emphasized one side or the other of that equation, depending on the discipline: science studies gener-
ally focuses on the scientific context of production and consumption, while film studies emphasizes 
the cinematic framework. Alone, neither approach is sufficient to study this complex and hybrid form. 
So this conference will bring to Weimar a selection of leading scholars from these two disciplines in 
order to explicitly discuss questions of method and discipline in the study of moving scientific images 
and their role in the visual cultures of science, art, education, and entertainment.  
Images have always been vitally important to knowledge production in science and medicine; from 
geometry to computed tomography, pictures are an efficient way of generating, managing, and com-
municating data. As digital imaging technologies make this production process more automatic 
(hence, hidden in the technology’s design), and as these images circulate more widely beyond scien-
tific spheres, understanding the construction and distribution of scientific images becomes essential for 
comprehending the complex interplay between expert and lay audiences that shapes scientific inquiry. 
Moving scientific images present a further challenge: the moving image not only holds a spectacular, 
rhetorical power that colors its use in the expert domain and makes it an attractive element in popular 
discourse, but the production and interpretation of the moving image is complicated by the added vari-
able of time. That is, the scientific use of moving images requires unique methodological protocols, 
related to but separate from those used in the application of still photography or other visualizing 
techniques. Likewise, the study of scientific films demands distinctive and specific textual and histori-
ographic methods of analysis. This conference presumes that the best scholarly approach to scientific 
film would combine methods and expertise from science studies (e.g., investigations of the relation-
ship between technology and experiment) and film studies (e.g., generic and textual analysis). The 
moving scientific image is thus not only a rich and potentially privileged site for studying the dialectic 
between science and visual culture, but also between science studies and film studies.  
As early as 1907, Henri Bergson in Creative Evolution recognized a theoretical affinity between mo-
tion pictures and scientific method; from Etienne-Jules Marey to today’s cell biologists, researchers 
have taken advantage of this affinity to incorporate motion picture technology into scientific practice. 
From the very beginning, the moving image has been one of many instruments in the scientist’s tool-
box. The motion picture camera has many properties that appeal to the researcher: it can work as a 
tireless observer, recording events “objectively” and automatically; it can extend the senses by inves-
tigating phenomena too slow or too fast to be detected by the unaided human eye; it can be a precise 
measuring tool to calculate the speed or distance of recorded movement; and the moving image can be 
projected, serving as an invaluable and inherently captivating educational aid. These features have led 
to practical applications in just about every scientific discipline from the turn of the twentieth century 
to today.  



Most studies of the scientific film focus on what the camera can do for the task at hand. This confer-
ence will instead focus on how moving images function in a variety of contexts. Focusing on the role 
of scientific films across a range of historical and cultural milieus will, first, highlight the diversity of 
methodological approaches both disciplines employ in order to analyze these texts and contexts. Sec-
ond, this emphasis will appeal to the research interests of a range of scholars, because function will 
allow the participants to take into account the entire life of a film, which includes not just the task for 
which it was originally designed, but its circulation beyond the laboratory and its intended or unin-
tended functions beyond the strictly scientific.  
Indeed, any given research film can serve a variety of purposes in multiple ways depending on who is 
looking at it and why. For example, the early microscopic films of Charles Urban in Great Britain or 
of Jean Comandon in France were remarkable scientific documents, but they also thrilled public lay 
audiences during the nickelodeon era. Jean Painlevé’s Surrealist-influenced films of marine and ani-
mal life are even today widely revered for their keen aesthetic sense. Even if a scientific film is reso-
lutely oriented toward the expert viewer, there is no guarantee that it will not end up in a classroom 
film or in an artistic collage, such as Film ist (Gustav Deutsch, Austria, 1998/2002). Any one of Co-
mandon’s films of micro-organisms, for example, functioned (in both expert and popular circles) as 
evidence for a scientific argument, as an educational aid, as a spectacle of nature, as a badge of “scien-
tific-ness,” and as a menacing allegory of infection. Understanding the robust agendas expert and lay 
audiences have for these images, their circulation, and the complex relationship between form and 
function requires familiarity with methods and approaches in at least two disciplines: science studies 
and film studies. This conference is designed to bring together scholars from these fields in order to 
explore and to chart common territory within the study of science and moving image technology.  
Some questions to explore:  
• What is a “scientific film”? Is the genre too broad to be subsumed under a single label? How do we 
define the genre, especially if context, use, and audiences are privileged historiographic criteria?  
• How have the properties and/or functions of motion pictures used in science changed over time? 
Does it make sense to group, for example, Marey’s chronophotographs, Painlevé’s films, and ani-
mated illustrations of nanotechnology?  
• Do scientific films have “style”? Are there consistent aesthetic choices that give the genre a distinc-
tive style? What are the aesthetics of the scientific film and how do they relate to film aimed at lay 
audiences/broader audiences?  
• What is the epistemological status of the moving image? How has it been used as evidence or as a 
model? How does it help produce knowledge? What happens to this knowledge when the image is 
used for demonstration or popularization?  


